ABSTRACT: We propose a measure that quantifies the effort needed to compute a given stochastic average, considered in the context of molecular modeling. This "difficulty index" is defined in terms of CPU time, observed uncertainty, and a characteristic scale for the quantity being computed. This metric provides a focus for optimization and comparison of methods and, if applied broadly, could aid understanding of the impact of models, algorithms, implementations, and platforms on performance of molecular modeling techniques. D ata obtained by molecular simulation and related methods are reported with confidence limits that express the level of uncertainty associated with each measured value. The magnitude of the uncertainty depends on several factors, including the molecular system being modeled, the quantity being computed, and the algorithm used for its evaluation, as well as the amount of effort expended on the calculation. Some quantities are inherently more difficult than others to compute and require more computational effort to obtain a result with a useful level of precision. For example, the heat capacity is more difficult to compute than the energy; entropy and enthalpy differences are often more difficult than free-energy differences; the ninth virial coefficient is more difficult than the sixth.
■ DEFINITION
The difficulty of a property calculation is characterized not by the confidence limits achieved in the results, nor by the CPU time applied to its calculation, but by a combination of the two. Accordingly, we propose the following group D, which we call the dif f iculty, as a measure of computational effort required to compute a property y σ = D t 1/2 (1) where t is the amount of CPU time required to obtain the result y with uncertainty σ. For specificity, we define the uncertainty here as the standard error of the mean, or more generally, the half-width of the 68% confidence interval. For a given computational algorithm and hardware platform, and for sufficiently long t, D is expected to be invariant with t. A more difficult calculation is one in which a larger t is required to achieve a given uncertainty, or alternatively, a given amount of computation time yields a result of larger σ. Hence, D is larger for more difficult calculations, and in this regard it directly relates to the inherent effort required to compute the quantity y.
Optimization of Multipart Calculations. The definition of D selected here has some interesting properties in the context of optimization of effort. In many situations, y is determined as a function of independent stochastic averages, x n , each with uncertainty σ n and difficulty D n . The uncertainty in y depends on the uncertainties in the x n according to the standard propagation-of-error formula, which has the form ∑ σ σ = a n n n 2 2 2 (2) where a n ≥ 0 is a constant, typically given as a n ≡ |∂y/∂x n |. We consider now how to allocate a fixed amount of CPU time t optimally across the independent averages, defining t n as the CPU allotted to calculation of x n , such that
We optimize on the square of the difficulty of y 
Setting to zero the derivative with respect to t n , we have
from which we may write, using (3) 
Thus, the optimal allocation of effort is to each of the x n in proportion to their difficulty. If the effort is allocated this way, then substitution of eq 7 into 4 shows that
The difficulty of the overall calculation is a weighted sum of the component difficulties. We present an interesting application of this result in the section below. This development shows that the difficulty forms the appropriate framework for optimizing allocation of processor time among the elements of a larger calculation. In this context it is more robust than variance-reduction approaches, because it accounts for the possibility that different elements may require different computational effort; an example of such an application may be found in ref 1.
■ RELATIVE DIFFICULTY
A significant shortcoming of D as defined in eq 1  which we might call the absolute difficulty  is that its dimensions include the dimensions of y, meaning that its scale depends on the scale of y, as well as the units used to express σ. This makes it meaningless to compare values of D for different properties. As a remedy, we introduce the relative dif ficulty, defined as
where Y > 0 is a characteristic value of y, against which σ can be gauged as being large or small. In most cases, it is appropriate to use Y = |y|, but there are times when another choice is suitable. For example, the magnitude of a virial coefficient B n is judged in terms of its contribution to the equation of state, which is given by dividing by the molar volume v to an appropriate power; in this case it may be more useful to define D̅ in terms of Y = v n−1
. As another example, some free-energy difference calculations may be of comparable difficulty but yield values of quite different magnitude, and there may be interest in comparing them without scaling by their size. Here, the temperature provides a suitable scaling parameter or energy scale to characterize the uncertainty, so one may select Y = k B T. Such cases are likely to be the exception, however, so we propose a convention that D̅ is defined in terms of Y = |y|, unless otherwise specified when reporting D̅ values.
The relative difficulty has the dimension (time) 1/2 , so any comparison of D̅ values must be based on a common choice of time unit. We suggest that CPU-seconds be adopted as the standard. We discuss below an alternative proposition, that of forming a fully dimensionless difficulty by scaling the relative difficulty by a characteristic time.
■ DIFFICULTY INDEX
Values of the relative difficulty that are encountered in practice will range over many orders of magnitude, and it is convenient to work instead with an index that varies over a linear scale. Accordingly, we propose this measure which we call the dif f iculty index or dif f idex. Typical values of this index presently cover a range of about −2 to +2, although one may easily come up with examples falling outside these values. As a rule of thumb for reading the diffidex, we note that 2 gives roughly the power of 10 of the CPU time in hours needed to achieve an uncertainty of about 1% (specifically, 1.7%), (e.g., = 1 indicates that about = 10 100 2 CPU hours are required to get in the range of 1% precision).
A better way to develop a feeling for the diffidex is through examination of values for familiar calculations. To this end, we have compiled a set of values of the diffidex for various property calculations and present these in Table 1 . This table is just a start, a snapshot showing the outcome for specific implementations applied to a few select properties. As the community uses and discusses this index more in relation to their own calculations, a better intuition of the meaning of the diffidex will be gained.
■ CONSIDERATIONS
Any practical attempt to catalog and interpret difficulty measures for different calculations will have to accommodate a wide range of complications and confounding factors. In this respect, it is an idealization to view the difficulty as a pure metric of the inherent effort required to compute a property; but like any idealization, it can guide thinking and provide a framework on which to gather data and build more nuanced understanding. Let us anticipate some of the complications here.
The difficulty index is affected by both the software and hardware that is used to implement the calculation and on the priorities, skill, and care of the programmer who coded the algorithm. The choice of programming language matters, as well as the design of the code, particularly whether it is special purpose or a general and extensible (perhaps object-oriented) simulation framework. Moreover, algorithms often are defined in terms of parameters that are used to tune their performance, so considerable detail is needed to specify them completely (see, e.g., ref 2). In some cases trade-offs are made between accuracy and precision. For example: decreasing the time step in a molecular dynamics simulation, increasing the convergence parameter of an Ewald sum, or increasing the number of steps in converging a polarizable force field all will increase the accuracy of the calculation, while also adding to the CPU time and the difficulty index for the calculation. Related to this, the effort required to equilibrate a system before beginning to accumulate ensemble averages may be significant. Such effort does not enter into the precision of the calculation and thus is not reflected in the difficulty, but appropriate effort spent on equilibration is important to obtaining an accurate result.
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A molecular simulation often provides results for multiple properties at once and usually is not centered on the calculation of a single quantity. On the one hand, it is the basic need to sample configurations, rather than the property calculation per se, that occupies most of the CPU time required for a simulation. The difficulty of different properties from the same simulation will vary then due to their differing degrees of fluctuation over the course of the simulation. The effort added to compute one property at the same time as another in most cases will not affect the difficulty measure for either. On the other hand, some properties can be measured either directly (such as a phase coexistence point via the Gibbs-ensemble method 3 ) or as a byproduct of a larger, more expensive calculation which can be used to evaluate not only the same property but also much more (such as a Wang−Landau 4 calculation of the full temperature-density free energy landscape). In such a case we simply have to treat these as separate properties and not try to compare the difficulty of the two methods as a means for evaluating the more specific property.
Finally, as with any quantity based on a stochastic average, the difficulty index itself is subject to uncertainty and can be meaningfully interpreted and compared only with some understanding of its confidence limits. The largest source of uncertainty in the diffidex will be the property uncertainty σ. One cannot expect reporting of the "uncertainty on the uncertainty", so it is not realistic for the difficulty to be reported with well-founded confidence limits. However, if the confidence limit on the property has any meaning, one should expect that the most significant digit of σ is correct to perhaps ± one digit. The effect on the diffidex depends on the digit, but this corresponds to an uncertainty of about ±0.15 in . Related to this, one should keep in mind that the difficulty is an invariant only asymptotically for large CPU times. Poor or highly correlated sampling can cause the difficulty measure to vary as the calculation proceeds. Hence it would be good practice to note its value periodically to ensure the asymptotic limit is reached. A good example of the behavior one should expect to observe is given in ref 2. Failure to reach this limit could be indicative of other problems with the simulation data.
■ PLATFORM DEPENDENCE
The effect of computing platform deserves special consideration. Steady improvements in compilers and processor capabilities by themselves lead over time to a continual reduction in the difficulty measures proposed here, and there may be interest in comparing improvements in algorithms across many years while controlling for these platform advances. A loose comparison can be achieved using Moore's law, which states that advances in processor capabilities lead to a doubling of computing speeds every 18 months. In terms of the diffidex, this means that for two calculations separated by n years, one should subtract 0.1n from the earlier value of in order to compare it to a later value while controlling for hardware advances.
Nowadays, advances in platform capabilities result as much or more from parallellization than from faster processors. This presents a complication to the characterization of effort. On the one hand, the most useful measure of inherent difficulty should control for the number of processors and be defined in terms of the total CPU time expended across all processors (counting all of those on multicore CPUs as individual processors). On the other hand, we have graphics processing units (GPUs), which have emerged as an important platform for scientific computing. GPUs aggregate many weaker processors on a single chip to yield major performance improvements, in comparison to single-processor architectures. Adding up computation time across all of these processors is not really an appropriate way to characterize effort.
The crux of the problem is that difficulty and scalability are distinct features of a property calculation, but it is not easy to separate them to yield a pure difficulty measure. Different algorithms will scale differently as the amount of parallelism increases, depending on levels of communication, synchronization, and memory usage. So we cannot expect to define a difficulty that will necessarily produce the same value when used on these different platforms, by simply accounting for the number of processors involved.
One way to accommodate the dependence of difficulty on platform is simply to set aside the idea that the difficulty is a characteristic solely of the property being calculated and the algorithm used to do it and instead view the variation of the difficulty with platform as the object of any comparisons. The difficulty index then provides a versatile metric for gauging scalability, avoiding the need to ensure that the same number of simulation steps are performed when comparing run time on different platforms. Its use in this manner also facilitates comparisons of scalability of different properties or different simulation algorithms.
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Alternatively, comparisons can be restricted to within a given category of computing platform, say, comparing the difficulty index for different calculations each performed on a GPU. In this view, we do not attempt to make sense of how the difficulty on a GPU relates to that on a single-core processor (for example); but even within a given category there will be differences resulting from platform details, particularly for calculations that are performed many years apart. An opportunity to compensate for this is by formulating a fully dimensionless difficulty measure, dividing the relative difficulty by an additional scaling factor that removes the time dimension from its definition. Such scaling might be done using quantities related to the clock speed of the processor (e.g., in GHz) or measures of floating point operations per second (FLOPS); but a more appropriate factor would be one based on the time required to complete an agreed-upon standard calculation, such as an established Netlib benchmark or, better yet, a simple molecular simulation.
That said, at this point we are not prepared to propose a specific benchmark. Gaining acceptance and use of a choice made here would hinder broader use of the difficulty measure. We think that ultimately the formulation of a good benchmark requires broad community input, which may be developed if and when the difficulty index gains currency. Nevertheless, we can provide a few comments to guide the formulation of a simulation-based benchmark.
• The basic benchmark should be a very simple molecular simulation, which need not do anything useful. The timeintensive part of most simulations is the calculation of the energy and forces, so the benchmark should repeatedly do this and not much more. The most elementary choice would be, say, a system of 1000 Lennard-Jones atoms starting from a simple-cubic arrangement of lattice constant 1.5 σ, all atoms with zero velocity and placed in a vacuum to avoid complications associated with periodic boundary conditions. They can then be propagated without neighbor listing in an NVE molecular dynamics simulation using a velocity Verlet algorithm (we would suggest for even greater simplicity not propagating the atoms at all, but some compilers might be smart enough to recognize that the energy and forces need not be recomputed each step, thus distorting the benchmark).
• The number of simulation steps should be large enough to provide a good timing sample but small enough to not be inconvenient to run−perhaps a minute or so. To avoid obselence as processor speeds increase over time, the benchmark can produce a result τ defined as CPU seconds per M simulation steps, where a convenient value of M is chosen, once and for all, at the time the benchmark is defined, say such that τ is of order 1.0 with today's computers. Then the user can run the simulation for whatever number of steps is convenient to get an accurate timing and simply scale the result to M steps to convert to the standard definition of τ. The dimensionless difficulty would then be defined as D̅ /τ 1/2 , and an index can be defined via its logarithm.
• The Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC) maintains a set of proprietary benchmarks that are recognized as a standard for gauging the performance of computers. Many benchmarks have been established, focusing on different aspects of computer performance and mimicking different real-world applications, including a couple related to molecular simulation. The success of the SPEC framework suggests that formulating different benchmarks for different applications is not unreasonable. The molecular modeling community might decide that defining benchmarks for different broad categories of applications (e.g., proteins in solution, solidstate materials) is worthwhile. To minimize confusion, we would suggest however moving cautiously in adopting new benchmarks once one (or more) is established and used. The aim of the benchmark is to make the difficulty index more useful over time, and any changes in the standards will tend to defeat that purpose.
• The benchmark should be distributed as a fully functioning code that requires no special library calls (e.g., random number generators) and should not be written or modified by the user. Equivalent versions should be developed in commonly used programming languages, including Fortran, C/C++, and Java. The benchmark should be compiled using the same compiler and options used for the calculation being described by the dimensionless difficulty index.
• As for the prospect of invoking a dimensionless difficulty to counter the effects of differences across platform categories (e.g., GPUs vs CPUs), we will not completely rule out the possibility that a benchmark can be designed to be useful in this way − perhaps by averaging over algorithms using different parallelization strategies − but we do not see any certainty that it can be done. The assumption underlying the use of a benchmark to define a platform-independent dimensionless difficulty is that the benchmark characterizes how all simulation codes perform across platforms. This assumption is inexact even when applied across different single-core processors, and it becomes practically invalid when applied across platforms differing in number of processors, processors that can be exploited by a simulation algorithm in many different ways.
■ TWO APPLICATIONS Thermodynamic Integration. We consider the difficulty of a free-energy difference ΔA computed via thermodynamic integration. For ΔA = ∫ f(λ)dλ, a general Newton-Cotes or Gaussian quadrature formula is of the form
where w i are weights that depend on the number and spacing of the points, as well as the quadrature method. With the f(λ i ) evaluated by independent simulations, the uncertainty in ΔA is
This has the form of eq 2, so the difficulty for ΔA is given as in eq 8, assuming optimal distribution of effort where D(λ) is the difficulty of the calculation of f(λ). The key outcome is that the difficulty of ΔA is independent of the quadrature formula and in particular does not depend on the number of quadrature points used. Thus, from the standpoint of the precision of the integral, it does not matter whether integration is performed with a lot of sampling applied at a few quadrature points or a small amount of sampling applied at each of many points. The accuracy (as distinct from precision) of the result of course is affected by this choice, and other issues such as equilibration might enter to make the choice of some number of points more effective than others. Crystal Free Energy. The free energy of crystals can be evaluated by thermodynamic integration from a low-temperature state that is well described by lattice dynamics techniques. Elsewhere 6 we describe methods for performing this calculation, introducing a new algorithm that is made more efficient by exploiting the approximately harmonic nature of the crystal (but without introducing any approximation in the calculated free energy). The effectiveness of the new method is illustrated in Figure 1 , using the diffidex to compare it to the standard approach. The figure shows that the new method lowers the diffidex by almost one unit, corresponding to a two-order-ofmagnitude increase in computation speed. We also note that the difficulty is nearly independent of system size. Although it costs more to get a fresh configuration in a large system, each measured sample has less variance; these two effects perfectly balance in a way that is clearly revealed by the diffidex. The increase in difficulty we might normally expect with system size is absent here because short-range interactions and the use of cell lists ensure that the cost of moving an atom is (1) and because we have not included equilibration time in our difficulty calculation.
■ CONCLUDING REMARKS
Our present understanding of the performance of molecular simulation methods is piecemeal and often anecdotal; it is certainly not comprehensive or in general well-sourced. The amount of CPU time required to compute a property is almost never included in papers reporting molecular simulation data. Yet such timing data are of extreme interest, as they implicitly or explicitly govern all decisions about how molecular simulation is applied. We can speculate on why this situation exists. One reason is that timing data are not particularly useful without being explicitly connected to the uncertainty of the results obtained. The difficulty index highlighted here is meant to address that issue. Timing data might also be devalued because of the broad range of complicating factors (some of which are reviewed above) that will confound its interpretation, even if presented in the form of a difficulty index. This could lead researchers to conclude that reporting of timing data is pointless. We would argue against this position, and suggest several ways that timing data in the form of a reported difficulty index would be of value.
First, it is not uncommon to encounter statements in publications or presentations simply remarking that a calculation was difficult to conduct or that a calculation was not performed because the error bars on the results were too large. A "difficult calculation" means different things to different people, and changes with time. Depending on how close to feasible a calculation may be, other researchers might consider devoting effort or resources toward it. A quantitative statement of the difficulty would make this assessment possible.
Second, even when dealing with routine calculations, it can be interesting if not useful to other researchers to know how much effort was required to generate particular results, regardless that such effort is specific to the author's software implementation, algorithmic details, and hardware platform. These examples can help us all to build intuition about the meaning of the difficulty index. Such information may also have the practical consequence of alerting others to potential improvements in performance that are realizable in their codes, which may be brought to light by comparing diffidex values for similar calculations.
Third, we suggest in particular that developers of algorithms and simulation techniques reference the difficulty when benchmarking new methods and comparing to established methods for the same property. In this way, we can settle on a universal, transferable metric that facilitates comparison of techniques for computing a given property, while controlling for key variables (e.g., hardware capabilities) using standards or benchmarks developed for this purpose.
Finally, given sufficient data, recorded in sufficient detail, the factors that confound interpretation and comparison of the difficulty index for different models and properties can be controlled, and in fact their effects on the computational effort can be studied and understood through reference to the difficulty index. This would be particularly effective if developed using a dimensionless difficulty measure, based on a wellconceived standard for scaling the time that accounts for platform differences (as discussed above). The main challenge then is in gathering and cataloguing the data. One can envision the establishment of an online, community-sourced database of diffidex values for a broad range of properties, models, algorithms, implementations, and platforms. Given enough input, this resource could be data-mined to generate insights regarding the performance impact of the elements that enter into molecular simulations. In this data-centric, interconnected age, such a development is certainly feasible technically. Still, we must concede that such a facility may not be realizable in practice, at least anytime soon  one still finds that even confidence limits, let alone timing information, are not reported Figure 1 . Diffidex for calculation of the anharmonic free energy of a Lennard-Jones crystal at its melting temperature, as a function of density. The upper group of lines is for standard thermodynamic integration, while the lower group is for a new harmonically targeted thermodynamic integration technique. 6 Values for different systems sizes are shown, as indicated by the legend, which lists the number of Lennard-Jones atoms in each simulated system. conscientiously with simulation data. Small steps in this direction might be taken, however, if enough researchers find it worthwhile to report difficulty measures routinely, if only for the reasons summarized above.
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